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Undergraduate
Research Apprenticeships

Fellowship Honors Steve &
Ruth Wainwright
The Stephen and Ruth Wainwright Fellowship Endowment was funded with gifts from the Wainwrights’ friends.
Their children, Jennifer Caudle and Archie, Ian and Peter
Wainwright, donated 1:1 matching funds for those gifts and
also matched a challenge grant from the Washington State
legislature.
While Steve was working at the Whiteley Center in August, he responded to a question about his relationship with
FHL:
“Friday Harbor Laboratories was known to me from my
undergraduate days at Cambridge University, UK, in the late
1950’s. Dixy Lee Ray, Robert Fernald, Paul Illg, and others
were world-renowned, and FHL was known as a Mecca for
marine invertebrate zoology. During my grad school days
at Berkeley, we invertebrate students got together with FHL
students at the annual meetings of the Western Society of
Naturalists. When I was job hunting, I hoped Friday Harbor
or UW Zoology would have an opening. No such luck, so
I went to Duke instead.
“My 36 graduate students were all told about FHL and
many took summer courses here. Some actually did their
dissertation research at FHL. One summer, Mimi Koehl
packed up my lab, five grad students and me, and we came
to FHL intent on doing the first-ever experiments on the mechanical design of marine organisms. I had finally arrived
where I always wanted to be!
“In 1979 Dennis Willows invited me to organize and
teach the first course ever in biomechanics for marine biolo-

When Andrew V. Smith, a member of the FHL Development Advisory Board, served on the Board of Regents search
committee that eventually selected UW President Richard
McCormick, one of the things that impressed him was
McCormick’s commitment to improving the quality of undergraduate education at the University. And so, when FHL
received the go-ahead from University administrators to initiate a new program of undergraduate research apprenticeships, Andy Smith was especially pleased.
Hearing about the program at a DAB meeting, Smith
realized that McCormick’s plans were bearing fruit. When
Dennis Willows wrote to ask the former president of US West
if he would consider funding an apprenticeship team for
one term, a check came back by return mail.
The glowing responses from the undergraduates who
have spent an academic quarter immersed in real-life research
at FHL are a refreshing change from the familiar complaints
of “mega-university” indifference. Virtually every student
involved has commented that these intense, focused research
apprenticeships are the best experience of their University
of Washington career. Their stories have been highlighted
in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer http://www.seattlepi.com/
local/labs06.shtml and in Pacific Northwest Science and Technology http://depts.washington.edu/fhl/Publicity/NWST.pdf.

•••
gists. The course projected me and my fellow teachers in it
into the fast lane in USA biology—for which we are forever
grateful.”
(Editor’s note: Information about the Wainwright Fellowship is available at http://depts.washington.edu/fhl/,
then click on Steve and Ruth Wainwright Matching Funds,
or call the FHL Development Office - 206/ 616-0753).

The Helen Riaboff Whiteley Center...

A Little Bit Of Heaven
I have to admit that I’m jealous. Arthur thought of this before I did (and saved my philanthropic pennies). The Helen
Riaboff Whiteley Center feels like it was designed for people
like me (all the more reason I should have thought of it first).
I’ve written parts of a half-dozen books up at the Labs, using
everything from a Selectric in 1970 to a thin laptop in 2000,
always overflowing a library carrel. Now I am comfortably
housed in Arthurs’ Study (see box for why it’s plural) with a
gas fireplace for the cool days of autumn, interrupting my
writing occasionally to fetch some paleoclimate articles from
South Africa (via that nice T-1 internet connection hiding in
the floor). I even sit out on the decks in the evening with
my laptop, still connected to the web servers of the world
because the large “reading room” (with real fireplace, as
grand as they come) is peppered with Ethernet jacks and
there is one next to the door. I like the touches of the old:
faded calligraphy on the walls, a vintage steamer trunk used
as a coffee table in Richard’s Cottage, the elegantly worn
rug that greets visitors in the front hall, that piano in Dixy’s
Study. For a writer, this is heaven. This place is an amazing
gift, a standing challenge to other potential benefactors.
—William H. Calvin

The Name Game
Forgive the conceit. After World War II, when the
Labs reopened, several of us visualized the Labs as
much more than a fine summer station as it had been.
Our pressure, persistence and, we think, vision, led to
an evolution of the Labs into a year-around, multinational exciting teaching and research entity. The
Studies are named for these friends:
• Our leader was Robert L. Fernald - hence BOB’S
STUDY.

•

Dixy Lee Ray was, then, a dedicated environmentalist, and brought many exciting foreign scientists
here - so DIXY’S STUDY.
• Our finest scholar, loved by all, was Paul Illg therefore PAUL’S STUDY.
• Few understand the very important role played by
Arthur W. Martin - Zoology Chairman. He recognized the great value of the Labs to the Department of Zoology and the Seattle campus in
general and went to extremes to help us develop
our research at the Labs, bring our graduate
students here, and develop the suite of important
courses still in effect. As our senior, he kept our
enthusiasm properly directed. I, also an Arthur,
helped in several ways. Hence ARTHURS’ STUDY.
Soon many wonderful graduate students appeared and
contributed scholarship and enthusiasm. With only four
buildings to be named, all of these important students
can’t be recognized:
• Charles Lambert - enthusiasm, expertise, persistence, devotion to his science - hence CHARLIE’S
COTTAGE.
• Richard Cloney - all of the above, and a father to
our important embryology course - so RICHARD’S
COTTAGE.
• Eleri Ann James Frazier - a brilliant, vivacious,
talented and thoughtful scholar transplanted from
England - ANN’S COTTAGE.
• Fu-Shiang Chia - escaped from China, educated
in Taiwan - a whirl wind in the Zoology Department at UW, an incredible ambassador for marine
science here, in England, Hong Kong, Taiwan
and the world - Dean of the Graduate School at
the University of Alberta - so FU-SHIANG’S
COTTAGE.
Let dozens of others be represented by these four.
—Arthur Whiteley

FHL Courses for 2001
Spring Quarter
(March 26-June 2)
Zoo-Bots: Zoology - Megan Dethier; Botany - Jeffery
Hughey
Undergraduate Research Apprenticeships Study of Implantable Electrodes & Computers in Brain:
Karl Boehringer, Tom Daniel, Denise Denton, Chris Diorio,
Dennis Willows
Development & Evolution of Metazoans: Billie Swalla
(June 3-June 8)
NSF Chautauqua: Jan Newton, Breck Tyler
Marine Law: Deb Brosnan

Summer Quarter, A Term
(June 11-July 14)
Advanced Marine Invertebrate Zoology: Elizabeth Balser,
Bruno Pernet
Comparative Invertebrate Embryology: Charles Lambert,
Mark Martindale
Neurobiology: Kenneth Lohmann, Nathan Tublitz,
William Moody

Pile Point Research
On a glorious morning this May, Jennifer Burnaford faced
an audience of forty perched on the broad steps leading
into the Pile Point home of Brooks and Suzanne Ragen. She
was there to explain her research project on the Ragens’
rocky intertidal shoreline property, a site that has been used
for scientific research for more than thirty years. Later, several grad students and staff explained the natural history of
the Pile Point shoreline and island waters as the group explored the shoreline at low tide.
Research fieldwork cannot be done on just any shore.
The area must be part of a pristine environment, one relatively undisturbed by human activities. Experiment must be
protected from innocent tampering or vandalism that can
damage equipment on public shores. FHL is indeed fortunate to have permission for scientific research from island
property owners such as the Ragens.

Summer Quarter, B Term
(July 16-Aug. 18)
Evolution & Development: Kenneth Halanych, Billie
Swalla
Marine Algae - Seaweed &Phytoplankton: Paul
Gabrielson, Charles O’Kelly, Max Taylor
Functional Morphology & Ecology of Marine Fishes: Luz
Hernandez, Adam Summers

Autumn Quarter
East-West: Early September to Early December
(Oct. 1-Dec. 12)
Undergraduate Research Apprenticeships Discovery of Latent Viruses in Pacific Northwest Fishes:
Richard Kocan
Studies of Bottomfish Fish Larval Dispersal & Marine
Protected Area Design: Bruce Miller
Marine Conservation Issues - Policy & Implementation:
David, Fluharty, Terrie Klinger

K-12 Outreach Update
The outreach program received a $100,000 grant from
the Ackerley Corporate Foundation to purchase microscopes,
underwater cameras, and a remotely operated vehicle.
Using this imaging equipment, the outreach coordinator,
Judy D’Amore, has begun development of on-line partnerships between K-12 students and FHL scientists.
Other goals for the coming year are equally ambitious:
a series of one-day, on-site teacher workshops; finding the
funds to increase the K-12 outreach staff to a full-time position; a watershed restoration project using local high school
students to help monitor water quality and aquatic populations in False Bay Creek, as we work to restore historic Salmonid runs.
Many thanks to all FHL students, scientists and staff who
have helped make this program such a success in the past
year.

•••
Email: fhlfac@u.washington.edu
Phone: 206/ 616-0699 or 360/ 378-2165
Web Address: http://www.depts.washington.edu/fhl

New Duplexes
FHL will replace two duplexes using funding from
the National Science Foundation and the University of
Washington. While revered by certain parts of the FHL
population, these aged buildings have numerous problems with wiring, insulation, plumbing and privacy. The
replacement F & G duplexes will have handicap access,
modern plumbing, electrical and heating systems, full
bathrooms including showers, and a privacy wall between the units. The new duplexes will be built on their
existing sites, but 20 percent larger. They are scheduled
for completion on June 1, 2001.

From the Director’s Office...

The Strange & Wonderful
Path to Discovery
An extraordinary example of the unpredictability
and value of discovery is the subject of a recent article
in The Sciences (publication of the New York Academy
of Sciences). The story may be of interest to FHL friends
and alums because a key discovery involved was made
at FHL.
The deadly human toll taken by malaria (a child
dies every 30 seconds from the disease) has motivated
much research to control the protozoans that infect
humans, or to attack the mosquitoes that carry the
protozoan parasites. Lately there has been a significant development aimed at eradication of the disease.
Using a green fluorescent photoprotein discovered
in an FHL jellyfish (the protein that illuminates when
the jellyfish Aequorea bumps into things) scientists are
pressing hard to develop a transgenic mosquito with
immunity to the malaria parasite. The trick is to be able
to recognize and select individual mosquitoes in the
lab, expressing an introduced gene that confers immunity against the protozoan. Scientists will then try
to breed selectively and introduce to the wild, a new
dominant strain of mosquitoes that has this immunity.

The difficult aspect of the first
part of this task has lately been
accomplished, using the jellyfish Green Fluorescent Protein
(GFP) as a marker for the expression of the desired immunity. It’s very simple. The immunity gene, coupled to the
GFP gene, is introduced into
many mosquitoes, and those
that have incorporated the genes announce their immunity by glowing green, just like the jellyfish! These
mosquitoes can then be selected and taken to the next
step. There is still much work to do, but this development is very promising.
Frank Johnson, Osamu Shimomura, and Douglas
Prasher, key people involved in the original discovery
of the jellyfish photoproteins involved, might never have
imagined this sequel for their work. It is a truly remarkable how a gene for a jellyfish photoprotein, when
inserted into a mosquito, may help eliminate a protozoan that is a lethal scourge on children!
—Dennis Willows
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